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“What are you intending to do?” Yvonne asked.

” We can leave the healthcare facility today. Because he likes stooping a lot, of course, I have to please
him,” Samuel stated incoherently as he ate.

Seeing Samuel’s self-confidence, although Yvonne did not doubt that Samuel might do it, she still
really felt a little anxious.

Besides, Jiang Fu’s team was in Cloud City, and they were all powerful figures. But now, the Heavenly
household would not aid Samuel. Could Samuel alone manage many family members?

Currently, Yvonne’s phone called.

” Yvonne, have you listened to that those individuals desire Samuel to kneel in the People’s Square?
This news has actually currently spread. I listened to that many people are now going to take seats in
individuals’s Square in order to watch the fun,” Linda stated.

Yvonne said with a bleak face. He simply desired to let everybody in the city understand about it.

Are you truly going to get Samuel to stoop down as well as ask forgiveness? He is doing this in front of
the entire city,” Linda asked.

Yvonne subconsciously glanced at Samuel, who did not respect it whatsoever. He did disappoint any
kind of sign of concern on his face. He must have the self-confidence to address this issue.

” Do not worry, I have a way,” Yvonne stated.

Jiang Fu had roped in as well several people to deal with Samuel. Except for kneeling, Linda could not
think of any other option.

” Do not fret about it,” Yvonne stated.

” Unfortunately, I wish he’s fine. If he actually stooped down as well as said sorry, this …” Linda wished
to claim something, but she really did not in the end.

Although she understood that it was difficult between Samuel and her, she really did not intend to
humiliate her Prince Charming. She could only be a target market and also couldn’t assist him.

After Samuel completed his dish, Yvonne took the lunchbox to clean. After Yvonne left the ward,
Samuel obtained his phone.

There will be a good program tomorrow at the People’s Square. Samuel asked Manfred.

Manfred had actually been waiting on now for a long time. Upon listening to Samuel’s words, he
quickly became fired up and said: “Certainly I need to go. Exactly how can I not be present for this type
of enjoyment?”

” Let’s go pay a visit to these families. Otherwise, it would certainly be also monotonous.” Samuel
grinned and said.



Manfred patted his upper body and promised on the various other end of the line, “Do not stress, I’ll
act. There’s nothing that I can’t take care of.”

” Tomorrow I will certainly be awaiting the good news in the People’s Square.”

Hanging up the phone, Samuel appeared unusually calm. Exactly how could it be a problem?

It was so difficult for those old guys to stoop down in the People’s Square at such an old age.

Yvonne went back to the ward as well as asked Samuel, “Do you want me to help you with the
discharge procedures?”

” If it’s possible, I prefer to live below for the rest of my life,” Samuel claimed with a smile.

Yvonne glared at Samuel and stated reproachfully, “If you don’t know how to talk, shut your mouth.
The healthcare facility is not a great area. Why do you live below all your life?”

Samuel quickly closed his mouth and also stated, “Yes, yes, yes. I can’t speak.”

It was not bothersome to undergo the discharge procedures, but at the same time, Samuel was
criticized by many people, especially due to the fact that the employees in the hospital recognized his
identity, so they normally understood that would stoop in individuals’s Square tomorrow.

Everyone assumed Samuel certainly show up in the People’s Square tomorrow, and also he would
certainly kneel to Jiang Fu, because this was the only way to resolve the problem.

Leaving of the hospital, Samuel took a deep breath, stretched himself as well as stated, “Although the
life in the medical facility is really comfortable, the air outside is better. In such an area, it is much
better to come much less.”

” Allow’s go house initially,” Yvonne said.

” Yes.” Samuel claimed.

At Peninsula Hotel, Qi Yiyun hung up the phone, pressed her glasses, as well as said with a smile,
“You’re lastly released from the hospital. There are too many individuals waiting for this minute. Can
you bring them a shock?”
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